10 YEAR REMOTIVERSARY

10 Tips From 10 Years
of Working Remotely
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REMOTE WORK IS HARD
Even in the best of circumstances remote work is hard. Remote work
during a pandemic is not normal remote work, it's extreme work/life
integration. Be patient with yourself and show empathy to your
teams as everyone comes up the learning curve.

HYBRID IS EVEN HARDER
For most companies the future is hybrid (NOT fully remote). 3 keys to
prep for hybrid: create a Head of Hybrid Role, invest in upskilling and
develop a location diversity & inclusion plan. Read more here.

DISTANCE BIAS & RECENCY BIAS
Be aware of distance & recency bias, and put plans into place to
mitigate them. Distance bias - putting more value on people that are
closer than those farther away. Recency bias - putting more value on
those you've seen or heard from more recently. Read more here.

INFLUENCING ACROSS DISTANCE
This is the most important skill to master, and also the hardest. Try
these 3 strategies: visualize your sphere of influence, plant seeds &
create triggers to create virtual water cooler moments, use the
power of video. Read more here.

KEEP CHALLENGING ASSUMPTIONS
When offices re-open & travel resumes, keep challenging your
assumptions about what must be done in person. Start with the bias
of doing it remotely, then add back what needs to be done in person.
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CULTURE BUILDING VS CAMARADERIE
Don’t confuse culture building with camaraderie. Culture is NOT
one more virtual happy hour. Instead set the foundation by
creating your team values, team goals, and operating principles.

VIDEO-FIRST CULTURE
Your web camera is a tool of influence. It enables you to take a
seat at the virtual table. But having the camera on isn’t always
feasible so create some team norms about when to use video.

VIRTUAL LEADERSHIP SKILLS
Old-school, in-person management techniques no longer work.
Upskill your people to know how to create new virtual team rituals &
expectations, influence stakeholders remotely, coach remote direct
reports, & build virtual and hybrid team culture. See workshops here.

LEAD WITH VULNERABILITY
Leaders of virtual teams need to especially show vulnerability to
build trust. Bring out your vulnerability through tactics such as
creating an "about me" one-pager, filming a short video intro, &
sharing weekly reflections on what was hard for you.

CREATE BOUNDARIES
Remote work guilt is real. To prove we are committed we tend to be
over-responsive and always available. Avoid burnout by creating
some norms: agree to core meeting hours and discuss
responsiveness expectations.

LEARN MORE
Contact us to learn how to bring our Virtual Leadership Skills Workshops to your
team. Our most popular workshops include: Virtual Leadership Foundations,
Successful Remote Reporting Relationships, Driving Culture in Virtual Teams,
Influencing & Selling Across Distance, and Leading Effective Virtual Meetings &
Remote Presentations.
SACHA@VIRTUALWORKINSIDER.COM

